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Cargo Net Aerofast Supastrap
small ‘7x4’
large ‘8x5’

Container Lifter Aerofast 2-pack
1,600kg

219 373

$115.00

Intermediate Bulk Containers (IBCs) are in common
usage in agriculture. Although they can be lifted
and moved with forklifts, the farmer is not always
equipped for this. The Aerofast IBC Container Lifter
strap set solves the problem. Used as a pair, they
are safe to lift a total of 1600kg S.W.L. There is
an innovative snap-hook system incorporated for
securing the lift loops to prevent dangerous spread
and potential dropping of the load.

218 017
218 018

$49.95
$62.95

The Aerofast Supastrap net is a lightweight material
but still very strong and resistant to snags or rips.
The net has heavy-duty webbing sewn into the
whole perimeter. The 6mm perimeter bungee cord is
attached to this. Also there are 8 removable plastic
hooks supplied to give extra security. Dimensions are
the ideal trailer sizes for these nets. Not waterproof.

Shovel Plastic
blue
green
red
white
yellow

214 402
214 403
205 708
205 709
214 404

$69.00
$69.00
$69.00
$69.00
$69.00

This one-piece shovel is amazingly strong. Even
driving over it will not kill it. Made of high density
impact-proof UV-stabilised food grade plastic. Light
to use. Hygienic. No risk of creating metal filings
in grain trucks, etc. It is even guaranteed against
breakage (normal wear and tear) for 12 months.
Dimensions 35cm wide 112cm long.

Cargo Net Aerofast Heavy Duty
small ‘6x4’
large ‘8x5’

Drum Lifter Aerofast
500kg

219 371

$65.95
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Lifting 200-Litre drums right-way-up is always a
problem. The Aerofast drum lifter is the solution.
The heavy duty 50mm perimeter strap is clamped
up tight around the top of the drum. The heavilyreinforced lift loop is then hooked over the lift
device. Drums up to 500kg are safely lifted.

218 019
218 020

This is the ultimate trailer cover. Very heavy duty
anti-snag, anti-rip mesh material, with two centrally
located 50mm webbing and cam-lock straps, plus
all-round heavy duty 8mm bungy cord and extra
cam-lock tie-downs at each corner. This net is
suitable for almost any material you are likely to haul
on your trailer - from rubbish or firewood to furniture.
NB: Net is slightly bigger than the trailer size
listed above, to allow for loaded dimensions. Not
waterproof.

New
Shovel Aluminium Loadmaxx
214 196

1.5m x 37mm 219 372

$109.00

This kit contains 4 of these very-heavy-duty special
restraints - each capable of 1,000kg strain. Each
restraint features a medium-duty Aerofast ratchet
and very-heavy-duty 12cm-long carabiner hooks
at each end. There is also a useful mid-point eye
for hooking off to. This kit has been developed
especially for tieing down ATVs, UTVs and other
light mobile vehicles.

$79.00

This is the ideal grain shovel. Aluminium blade,
fibreglass shaft and moulded soft-grip plastic
handle. Great to handle, even on hot days.
Lightweight. Easy to load. Darn near unbreakable.

Bungy Little Grippa
Tie-down Aerofast UTV Restraint

$129.00
$165.00

5mm x 60cm 4-pk orange
5mm x 60cm 4-pk reflect
5mm x 120cm 4-pk orange
8mm x 100cm 2-pk blk/ylw
8mm x 100cm 2-pk reflect
8mm x 150cm 2-pk blk/ylw

220 321
220 318
220 320
220 333
220 323
220 322

$17.75
$19.95
$19.95
$17.95
$20.95
$20.95

The problem with regular two-hook bungy cords for
many uses is that they are either a bit long or a bit
short. The new Little Grippa bungys have solved
that problem. With the smart cleat on one end, the
cord is simply inserted in and pulled down into the
cleat. Pull the cord up again to release.
NB: Note ‘reflective’ option - for night visibility.
Cords are black with white bands

Bottle Pump
4ml/stroke
30ml/stroke

200 864
200 865

$10.95
$22.95

Handy plastic pumps suitable for most locally
manufactured plastic containers with 38mm
threads. Cut suction tube length to suit container
depth (up to 25cm).

Prices listed include GST, and include delivery on orders over $229.00 value, except all WA deliveries and
products marked Plus Freight. Prices and specifications can change without notice.
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